Movie Project Resources

1. Wikipedia – a good place to start (but don’t list it as a source!)
   ---gives you a brief overview, note the year the movie came out, look for other search terms (names, events)
   ---scroll down to Notes and External Links to find the information in legitimate sources

2. Student Research Center
   ---Used Advanced Search so you can check “Full Text”
   ---Type in person's name—or movie title
   ---Browse All Results, or click on tab on top
   ---Email the article to yourself
   ---Citation info is there – you have to put it in MLA

3. ProQuest
   ---Advanced Search – start with the title of the movie
   ---“Full text documents only”
   ---Check out the “Suggested Topics”
   ---If you get too many hits: Date Range – year the movie came out
   ---“Cite this” change to MLA -- check with teacher’s format

4. Student Resources in Context
   ---Advanced Search—Full Text Documents
   ---Check out the types of resources on the left
   ---Scroll to the bottom for the Citation—check with teacher’s format

5. Google Search: (The Blind Side – 107,000,000 hits)
   --- Put topics with more than one word in quotes: “The Blind Side” (17,300,000 hits) AND film (5,040,000 hits); "The Blind Side” film accuracy (1,120,000 hits) - watch for bias, authority of source.
   --- Check out the drop down list
   --- Use the tools on the left to narrow the time period you want to search
   --- You have to create your own citation—if you cannot find all of the info for citing the website, it is not a good one to use.

SEARCH Keywords - “The Blind Side” film accuracy
   “Michael Oher”
   “Sean Tuohy” “Leigh Anne Tuohy”